
WHATS NEW IN
elecworks 2017



NEW
FEATURES

the automation of your
electrical schematics



CAD properties panel

Identify undo and redo actions

Automated generation of electrical drawings. XLS automation

Revision clouds

Renumbering documents and shortcuts

Copy / Paste with insertion point

Components edition (from components tree)

elec live. Your projects wherever and whenever you want

Propagate data

Automatic update of reports and terminal strip drawings

Navigation in reports

Symbol attributes display and super parts

Macro Converter
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4 2017

User interface
New options built into the user interface

to speed up the design of electrical projects.

CAD properties panel
Beside the electrical properties tab in the dockable panel, a new tab showing CAD properties is now 
available. Thanks to a side menu, it is now easier to access CAD drawing tools (line, polyline, etc.). 
They can be used in your electrical projects.

Identify undo and redo actions
The command “undo and redo” displays now a list summarizing all your previous actions, allowing you 
either to go back to any of your past actions or to cancel all of them. Thanks to this record of previous 
actions, the user can go back directly to a specific action he would like to undo/redo.



User interface
New options built into the user interface

to speed up the design of electrical projects.
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Project
New features and enhancements for an integrated project management.

Automated generation of electrical drawings. XLS automation*
elecworks includes the capacity to generate electrical schemes in an automat-
ed way through an Excel file. This option allows the user to get an advanced configu-
ration of his projects thanks to the specifications he has previously created in a spreadsheet.   

With the software, is supplied a customizable template that the user can adapt to his needs. Thus he 
can generate any standard electrical project automatically considering different types of configuration. 
These configurations permit the creation of any type of projects by automating the process of gener-
ation and standardization of your documentation.

Revision clouds
We also have created a new graphical representation, the “revision clouds,” aimed at showing or 
highlighting the parts of the drawing that have been reviewed/modified.  

These clouds are useful to inform the user about any modification done on the project, allowing him 
to identify visually all the changes following the different revisions made. 

*Not included in the standard license



Project
New features and enhancements for an integrated project management.
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Renumbering documents
A new interface has been added and is aimed at renumbering all the documents of your projects such 
as collections, folders and drawings. This new option facilitates your work: it is now more precise and 
less time-consuming.

Adding shortcuts
This new feature allows the user to create a direct access to a document stored outside elecworks.  

Added to the project as a drawing or data file, this shortcut will appear in the “Documents” tab on the 
lateral panel. Thanks to it, the user has now the possibility to add to the project any related documen-
tations.

Copy/Paste with insertion point
With this new version, it is now possible to define a specific insertion point to copy/paste graphical 
entities.

The user can define an insertion point before copying entities or creating macros, and thus save time 
and avoid post edition.

Project
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Components edition (from components tree)
From the components tree, it is now possible to drag the compo-
nents and then to either place them in a different location or change 
the nesting. For instance, it is possible to drag a group of terminals 
and change its terminal strip from the component tree, or you can 
copy the PLC structure from the component tree without using PLC 
manager.

elec live. Your projects where and whenever you want
With your active subscription, working in collaboration with 
other departments or clients is now easier than ever thanks 
to elec live. This unique online application allows you to 
view and share your electrical projects with your suppli-
ers, customers or coworkers in real time, from anywhere.   
 
Accessible from any devices (PC, tablet or smartphone), this out-
standing app is a new step for companies to ensure a better pre-
ventive and predictive maintenance of their facilities, or customer 
service, among other advantages. 

Propagate
data

A new feature has been 
created to propagate data 
through connected objects. 
In other words, users can 
now copy an object infor-
mation like the numbering 
of the equipotential with the 
terminal, or the PLC with the 
wire and the terminal.

Project
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Reports
Get the information you need at all times in an intuitive way. 

Navigation in reports
A new specific column in your “Reports” folder allows you to navigate to the corresponding element in 
the project that you would like to open or display.

This new option will also be available in the “Design rules,” to make your navigation easier. Identifying, 
reporting and fixing a problem is now simpler than ever. 

Automatic update of reports and terminal strip drawings
The goal of this new feature is to ensure that your project data are updated when your project is 
printed or exported to PDF.  
 
A new order has been created, designed to force the update of files – such as reports or terminal 
strip drawings – that are automatically generated.
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Library
Define real connections more quickly.

Symbol attributes display
With the edition mode, attribute value or description can be seen. This option can be visible or hidden. 
 
Our new version helps you edit and create symbols or titleblocks with multiple attributes. Thus it allows 
you to view the final result without inserting symbols or creating a new document.

Super parts
A super part is a special component that gathers various references under a unique material refer-
ence. When a super part is assigned, all the related references are automatically associated to the 
component. This will help the user being more agile when it comes to the assignation of references.
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Macro converter
Available on our Electrical Content Portal (ECP), our macro converter allows you to convert macros 
from your old software in order to use them directly in elecworks. It will help you save time by avoiding 
to re-design the macros. They can also be shared with the rest of the elecworks community.

Library
Define real connections more quickly.

Active subscribers can download this new version from Trace Software support area.
The full list of the new features and improvements of our 2017 version are avalaible

in the Help menu or by pressing the F1 key.
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